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ABSTRACT  
 
 
 
This research aims to strategize a comprehensive design, establishing a link between the traditional and current practice of housing. The 
intent is to provide the various housing issues; energy waste, social-cultural aspects, ignored the specific need of environment and local 
people, missing regional architecture characteristics. Social and environmental factors in the housing sectors have been affected by the 
forces of globalization during the rapid urbanization. In the last three decades, housing construction tends to reflect the requirements of 
the global market instead of local architecture or social demands. The concept of regional housing is selected as a stepping stone of this 
research project to provide guidelines for the current housing practice. Hence, the research question: “How social and environmental issues 
can be addressed through the traditional practice of Indian settlement?” 
 
Every year, mass migration has created a shortage of housing. However, modern rapid housing construction has given a roof to migrants 
at the cost of losing the local identity and characteristic of the city. A large number of migrants comes from the north of Gujarat villages 
or small towns, who are still rooted in their culture and believes. It is a crucial necessity to understand their lifestyle, needs, and provide 
good living ambience for the betterment of life and maintain the identity of the local architecture.  
 
As per the current scenario, the findings indicate that Ahmedabad, Gujarat is the first Heritage city of India declared by UNESCO. 
Belonging from Gujarat and having deep connections to Ahmedabad city, because of its rich heritage and culture, the observation of the 
city raised the need to reidentify the housing practice in the city with the social and environmental value of local heritage architecture.  
 
Design methodology incorporates the comparative investigation of spatial form in traditional and current housing practice. It might provide 
some useful insights providing different type of activities and environment requirements, to develop a typical housing model which will 
hold the local architectural identity for the local people. Regional housing is a relatively new approach which will consider different factors 
in the design process, such as location, climate, accessibility, people, construction techniques, and the vernacular environmental approach. 
Few planned and successful housing projects, provide the inferences to develop the best possible strategy for this approach.  
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1.1    Background of the Project  
 
In terms of government involvement, mass housing in India can be 
traced back to the colonial era, for example, the improvement trust set 
up in Mumbai and Kolkata. Social housing had begun much earlier, in 
the form of spacious and reasonably well-built flats. It was 1940’s that 
the apartment became a conventional type for the Indian family. The 
layout of housing colonies kept increasing in density.  
Almost all housing projects, whatever the income level they are 
indented for, fail to acknowledge the basic phenomenon of Indian 
domestic life. The housing schemes differed from their predecessors in 
more than just size. The definitive layout of the standard flat was in 
sharp contrast to the vernacular buildings in the old cities and rural 
areas. They lacked open sky spaces, verandas, communal spaces to 
interact with the neighbours daily like a family, which were an integral 
part of domestic life. The primary reason for such dense and 
standardized developments was the rapid increase in population and the 
steady migration of people from rural areas to the cities. Similar trends 
followed suit in other developing cities, which felt the stress of mass 
migration. High density and uniformity became a recognizable 
character of most Ahmedabad housing. 
The development of mass housing in India has followed the usual 
trends of densification with a general lack of concern for community 
life. Insensitivity to user needs and the inability of the dwellings to 
accommodate personalization and change, particularly in middle 
income group housing have become recognizable characteristics. 
 
 
 
1.2   Project Outline   
This research project is about the guidelines for the development of 
sustainable housing in a city of Gujarat, India named Ahmedabad. The 
research involves the in-depth study of the traditional Pol of 
Ahmedabad and current housing development,  their living 
environment and indigenous development and social demands of the 
community.  
 
Ar. Charles Correa designed a Kanchenjunga Apartment in Mumbai, 
India for specific needs of the users, as to develop a modern housing 
with a sustainable approach for the site context and the users. His 
project became highly successful and influential for young architects. 
Development in India Housing sector can open gates for various 
elements, such as environmental benefits, social and cultural elements. 
This project intends to step forward in such a movement of developing 
sustainable housing and identifying the site where there is a need for a 
local contextual approach rather than global development approach. 
The project focuses on developing the best possible planning, 
incorporating the Indian architectural elements.  
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1.3   Aim and Objective 
The thesis aims to investigate how traditional architecture of Gujarat 
responds to the social-cultural and environmental aspects of the Pol, 
Ahmedabad, and to identify the potential features. Furthermore, to 
provide the guidelines to the current housing practice of Ahmedabad. 
The architectural initiative is to create the housing which reflects the 
local identity of the city and consider the local context of the site. The 
intention is to incorporate Indian architectural elements such as 
courtyards, verandah, and so on into the design development. The thesis 
focuses on developing a model sustainable housing which interprets the 
Pol to modern needs, for the people moving out of the old city and 
migrants coming from small towns. The inspiration for this work 
primarily lies in the essence of the traditional Pol, street life, the use of 
outdoor spaces. Thus, the project deals urban issues of comfort in the 
context of the hot climate like that of Ahmedabad overlaid by the 
cultural background of India.  
The objective of this research topic is to develop sustainable housing in 
order to preserve, reinterpret, and promote the traditional Pol of 
Ahmedabad, Gujarat. To achieve the best method of designing, an in-
depth study of conventional settlements is required, and findings of the 
benefits in term of social and cultural aspects. Provide well lit, 
ventilated housing for the families, within their social requirements. 
Prioritize the arrangement of the cluster, open spaces and communal 
functions and connectivity as required. Analysis of the unique spatial 
design is an essential objective to create meaningful connection and 
practical uses of public spaces and masses. To enhance the energy 
efficiency of the development, the program should incorporate the 
natural cross ventilation through the building massing and casting 
shadows on each building mass to create a micro-climate — the use of 
natural materials in construction with modern amenities as a 
requirement of the current lifestyle. 
Integrate the opportunities of social communication, open spaces, and 
outdoor activities to develop reinterpretation of the Pol vertically. To 
gain the character of the Pol, vertical circulation with connecting nodes 
on each level, creating the chowk (courtyard) for the social activities, 
breathing spaces, and open courtyards are essential. This housing 
project can give units to the middle-income group, encourage the social 
connectivity and awareness of the traditional settlements, and trace 
back their routes from the traditional architecture.
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1.4  Research Question  
How social and cultural housing issues can be addressed through the 
traditional practice of Indian settlement? 
Re-introducing traditional Indian settlement practices for new 
residential development. 
1.5   Scope and Limitation  
The project is about the reinterpreting the Pol social- cultural and 
environmental elements to the current housing with changed lifestyle 
of the people in Ahmedabad. The housing sector of India  is booming 
but not very sensibly considering the occupants. The most populated 
and migrant cities like Mumbai, Delhi, and Kolkata are well filled with 
sensible, sound architects,  but in Ahmedabad, there is not enough 
recognition to the architects. Instead, they prefer to work for builders 
to do mass housing. However, in Mumbai Kanchenjunga Apartment 
has success after these many years and more upcoming projects in the 
city. Gujarat is one of the rich heritage states among all states in India 
with different cultures, architecture, Harappa civilization, and financial 
hub of the country. The first heritage city declared by UNESCO is 
Ahmedabad. Therefore, the study of this research is diverted on the 
development of sustainable housing in the state of Gujarat. City 
architecture faces issues such as immediate climate responsiveness, 
extra energy consumption, lack of social interactions, a hierarchy of 
spaces, and social issues.  
There is no sensitivity as such from the designing side unless massing 
the buildings accordingly, the regulations of the government. Most of 
the housing is inorganically developed, depending on the builder's 
requirements. The master layout of the project can be derived from the 
inferences of spatial organization and circulation of the Pol study. The 
understanding and functional needs of housing are analysed from 
deeper comprehension of behaviour of the possible occupants. 
Analysing the actual need of the occupant is essential, that is how the 
program should be formulated. 
 
The scalability of the design demands on repetitive model strategy. 
Design is about one master plan for a particular site with two different 
types of units. Individual units can be further repeated to meet the 
requirement of the demand. The limitation of this project is to 
incorporate two typologies, with current floor space index given by the 
government to meet the practicality of the project. 
 
The design shows the reinterpretation of Pol housing vertically, by 
creating connectivity on different levels and providing the sub-
courtyards on each level. To offer more units, future expansion of the 
project can be expected, as the site holds the possibility for future 
expansion. Another consideration is that after the first phase 
development, the extension can be done by repeating the housing model 
according to necessity and demands. The study would be restricted to 
individual housing. The cluster and settlement would be studied in-
depth, but the individual dwelling unit is referred to know the general 
context. A systematic comparison of various Pols and Housing 
apartments is outside the scope of the study, because of the vast 
differences. Therefore a particular cluster has been selected for the 
essential study.  
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1.6    Method and Methodology   
Project study is divided into two major sections: 
1) First part includes the data collection of literature studies, 
precedents studies, theories, history and reports on the subject. 
Data collection on social and environmental sustainability from 
websites, articles, workshops, blogs, etc.  
2) This part includes the in-depth study of Pol housing and 
comparison with current apartments, the situation, 
environment, approach and design based. Mainly dealing with 
modern interpretation of Pol house in vertical streets. For the 
research individual approach to the subject is required. Hence, 
analysis, observations, inspections and discussions are required 
with local people and professionals.  
The study divided into the six distinctive phase where considerable 
time was spent in Phase I and Phase II.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Study division of project 
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2.1 HISTORY OF INDIAN TRADTIONAL SETTLEMENT 
 
The modern theory in architecture for creating a human environment 
has accepted that social activities and needs find expression in unique 
forms and patterns which reflect human lives. Such a concept is already 
prevailing in traditional architecture. These particular houses, street 
forms are the result of the interaction of contextual forces (The 
contextual forces include both: (a) Natural sources- climate, 
topography and availability of materials and (b) Human forces- socio 
economic forces, religious, political and psychological)  functioning 
harmoniously (Narendra, 1999) .The human environment within which 
one operates is composed of three facets:  (Mahadevia, 2005). 
1.    The physical setting which includes structures, relationships,   
spaces, and objects.  
2.    The socio-cultural content. "Every environment, large and small is 
the three-dimensional embodiment of culture." 
3.    The perception of the user. 
The adoption of any environment by and individual depends upon the 
above-stated variables which help the individual in achieving his goal, 
and if the given environment does not support the user's goal-oriented 
activity, the person will adapt his behaviour according to the 
environment, or modify the environment. Therefore, the design of any 
environment must lay stress on the needs of its users. The requirements 
could be physical, psychological, or social. "Architecture should fulfil 
these human needs and hence needs must be examined systematically 
and in-depth."  (Mahadevia, 2005). 
In the case of the older street, the concept centred around humans and 
their environment. All psychological aspects of a human being like, 
sense of enclosure, privacy, security, intimacy is considered and 
expressed in a unique form. The form thus generated within the street 
are responsible directly or indirectly for the activity taking place on the 
street.  (Standford, 1978) 
 
From the intimacy point of view, the street is a social institution, and it 
is the acceptance by the community, that gives the street a name and 
function. Functionally the idea of the street is conceived as a link of 
communication, because of a strong desire to communicate with others 
living near or away. The communication is considered necessary 
because of many reasons like security, social habits, distribution of 
surplus, and the exchange of goods and services. The necessity to live 
in a group and the similarities of professions forced people to form a 
variety of residential forms. Several historical and political events also 
forced people to settle in ‘communal groups’  (Modi, 2010). In ancient 
civilization like India, several forms of groups living can be found in 
various parts of the country. One such illustration of traditional 
architecture is a remarkably preserved form found in Gujarat, as Pol. 
The word ‘Pol’ derived from Sanskrit word ‘Pratoli’ itself suggests that 
it is an entrance for the particular enclosed area. This entrance is meant 
for the subsector of the sub-area developed, in the major sector formed 
due to major roads. Now this ‘Patroli’ or entrance gate to the particular 
sub-area has to be on the major roads. This ‘Patroli’ was known by the 
community in the enclosed area under that particular ‘Pratoli’ or Pol  
(Modi, 2010). The Pol, in the beginning, has a narrow approach through 
an entrance gate, aligned with the houses opening into an open chowk. 
In this chowk the various activities of the Pol take place. 
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the Pol 
The open spaces in the form of street can also be understood in terms 
of their communication functions for example, Anderson feels that  
(Standford, 1978), “On the streets age, sex and territorial groups share 
boundaries that open them to mutual inspection, thus giving an 
occasion for transit interaction between groups, for gossip and for 
interpretive observations. Street life then is a vital link in the 
communication network. While street life functions as a 
communication network to link a variety of groups together, it also 
appears to help and protect family privacy. The information circulated 
on the street is not utilized to maintain the community as a whole but 
to maintain personal relationships. Since everyone is jointly 
compromised by common disclosures, everyone is obligated to protect 
the information. The group thus shares knowledge of its own 
membership but keeps the information from escaping out of the group. 
Street gossip allows dwellers to gain exact knowledge of one another’s 
a character but limits the extent of the social order since there is a limit 
to the number of persons one may get to know through private sources.” 
Thus open spaces have a personal role and functions in creating social 
ordering and mutual relationships. At the same time, the street also 
provides a means to interact, exchange, and share ideas, views, and 
opinions. The same may hold in case of the Pol.  
2.1.1 The Pol and its formation in Ahmedabad  
Ecologically, the Pol is a residential street. It has well-defined 
boundaries demarcated through the main entrance gate, sub gates and 
clusters of houses. It has a defined area of jurisdiction in the form of a 
chowk (Doshi, 2006). The Pol of Ahmedabad are the indigenous 
residential areas, have compact built structure and a definite hierarchy 
of spaces with their own marked of punctuations and focal points which 
are good examples of traditional neighbourhood planning (Singh, 
2008). Ahmedabad has known history which classifies the growth of 
the town into two phases: (i) the pre-industrial phase (1411-1858); (ii) 
the industrial period. Over the pre-industrial phase of roughly four and 
a half centuries, the region was ruled by the Muslims, Moghuls, 
Marathas and lastly by the British. 
During the pre-industrial period of the city, there were many 
uncertainties at the political level. Kingdoms and ruling dynasties 
changed. No changeover was smooth. The ‘state’ could not provide 
necessary security to the life and the property of the people. In such a 
situation, people had to make their arrangements for providing safety 
to themselves (Kenneth, 2011). 
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Figure 3. 'Pratoli’- an entrance for the particular enclosed area, from which word 
‘Pol’ has been derived. 
The antecedents for the development of the ‘Pol’ in Ahmedabad was in 
response to fulfil such a need for security, homogeneity, and communal 
groups. The development of the Pol was a gradual process. As life in 
the Maratha period (1707- 1817) (Kenneth, 2011) was a reasonably 
disordered, people tried to be safer from outside invasion by making 
the Pol curved and complicated. The Pols were curved so that the 
outsider would not get any idea of what was happening inside and to 
avoid the natural approach (Modi, 2010). The location of open spaces 
and squares (chowks) at the end of the Pol further support this view.  
 
Figure 4 People be safer by making the Pols curved and complicated from outside invasion. 
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The Pol is a unit which comprises of many families of one particular 
caste. This again depends upon the type of the Pol. If the Pol is small 
then it contains the families of one specific group only, there are houses 
of the son, his brother, uncle, and relative of one leading man. Larger 
the Pol  contains the families of one particular caste. This shows that 
the Pol formation was according to ‘caste segregation’ and not 
according to ‘class segregation.’ In the Pol  rich and poor lived together, 
where religious faith was the most influential factor, both helped each 
other in a complementary way, where the rich donated generously and 
the poor offered their services to get benefits in cash or kind. The 
dependents were also easily accommodated, by the community and 
thus eliminated the need for orphanages, employment exchange, creche 
or old age houses. Thus the Pol reflects and helps to maintain a 
particular form of social organization. The Pol also supports a specific 
way of life or structure or relationships by providing barriers and 
linkages, that helps to regulate the amount of social interaction among 
various groups. 
The physical environment of the Pol to a great extent is such that it 
helps in generating spontaneous relationships and close contacts among 
the dwellers. The study of the environment of the Pol and its forms has 
developed a broad scope of study from the architecture point of view.  
The Pol is certainly a matchless and unequivocal residential area in 
Gujarat in general and in Ahmedabad particular. From any angle and 
criteria, The Pol is considered a safe and secure place for living. 
Geographically, The Pol is such a residential area where uncertainties, 
especially that of political nature, do not have any chance to gate 
crashing; as its topographical structure and its topotypical construction 
are exceptionally incomparable. Ecologically, The Pol is residential 
street- a narrow lane- having houses built on both side of it. It has well-
defined boundaries demarcated through the main gateway, wicked gate, 
and cluster of houses. Socially, the population composition of the Pol 
is homogeneous along caste lines. 
What does the Pol offer? 
Thus, in all probability, the Pol gives sense of security and safety. The 
home is not just a place to mere live or reside, but it does offer its 
members a kind of solace, a sense of dignity and more so a strong belief 
of integrity as well as identity. So to say, it is a worthy experiment to 
live to gather by living together. Hence, the significance of the Pol lies 
in jurisdiction of independency as well as inter- dependency.  
Hence, similarly it suggests that Pol is either square or rectangle in 
arrangement and within it. There are well planned houses, roads, holy 
place, well, space for various kinds of games, sports or amusements etc. 
Within the passage of time one finds necessary changes and creation 
may take place, one thing is sure that boundaries of the Pol are well 
demarcated and well planned. Houses are found in a row with many 
floors. Family lives in an organized way with total harmony. Historical 
studies of the Pol do help us in understanding the cultural value from 
an environmental perspective, from the construction of houses, from 
the viewpoint of fine arts. The sociological study of the Pol has also 
been interesting and attracting one; as it helps us to visualize 
homogeneity atmosphere, social culture, social stratigraphy, customs, 
and so forth. From the onomastic viewpoint study of the Pol gives us 
perspective insight into the growth of human habitat. Architecturally, 
such studies offer us very interesting data of varied nature. 
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2.1.2 Study of elements  
Chowk 
The chowk is a term derived from Sanskrit word ‘ Chatushka’ which 
means an open squarish area in the house. When the chowk is used for 
the Pol then it means open space surrounded by a cluster of houses 
and it is also used when three or more Pols meet together. These 
chowks were generated due to four major forces. These are as follows:  
1. Climatic force: The narrow streets flanked by row houses on 
either side was a result of climatic force. 
2. Social force: The chowks were developed to support the 
community activities. Each community or a group of house had 
its own chowk for their social function. 
3. Religious force: Each religious building had an open space 
joining to it in which religious functions were held. Each caste 
had its own separate religious place. These spaces acted as the 
major meeting place for the people.  
4. Political force: The unstable political situations often led to the 
formation of narrow winding streets and formation of the Pols 
for the purpose of the security.  
Chowks in the Pol varies in size and shapes from 4m X 4m to 30m X 
30m. Almost all chowks contain some common elements like 
chabutaro (Birdfeeder), a well, a temple and a tree with a platform, to 
which the Pol dwellers attach a lot of sentimental value. The act of 
worshipping the tree in the morning and evening by the women, or 
feeding of grains to the birds in the ‘ chabutaro’ are indications of their 
values. These elements- ‘ chabutaro’ temple or tree- are located in the 
chowks in a manner such that it is easily noticeable and also provides 
monumental beauty. It also represents the religious sign of the Pol. It 
breaks down the scale of the open space. The visual value of that 
element displays the presence of a relaxing place to a stranger in the 
Pol. 
 
Figure 5. Main chowk 
 
Figure 6. Main chowk plan 
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All chowks are paved either with tar, or concrete block, which provides 
a hard, dry and non- slippery surface. This hard surface is used for 
cleaning grains or drying the grains by the dwellers. Different 
treatments to the individual house facades facing the chowk, create a 
very interesting visual effect. Chowk represents the traditional open 
space and traditional old settlements which offers a string 
neighbourhood spirit and unity among pol dwellers.  
Steps 
It is transitional space between the street and otla. Steps distinguish the 
public space from the semi- public. It gives a sense of direction. 
                                               
    Figure 7. Plan of the house                                         Figure 8. Image of the steps 
Otla ( Plinth)  
Within the Pol due to the several inter relationships that develops over 
a period of time, people become more open with one another. It was 
this that led to the development of the ‘otla’ which is used extensively 
as a sitting place by the residents. These ‘otlas’ are covered with 
projected balconies, underneath which various activities take place. 
The approach to the house unit from a narrow transition space is direct, 
however, the otla or high plinth creates a sense of barrier to the passers. 
It also demarcates and edge of private property. The height, shape, size 
and form of the otla varies from house to house. Sometimes this otlas 
has a height of 2 to 3 meters under which small storage space is worked 
out. Otla is the space for the many activities like relaxation, 
conversation etc. It also define as a street furniture elements, which 
connects inside to outside visually. It provides security and privacy to 
the house.  
                                       
Figure 9. Plan showing Otla                                  Figure 10. Image of Otla 
Khadki ( Arrival space)  
It is a buffer space between the harsh climate of outside and the inside 
during the summer, which is basically a public space. It can be used 
for multipurpose activities: formal and informal. 
Chowk (Private courtyard)  
Chowk in the house is an absolute opening for light and ventilation 
without a site. It is also a place for social gathering, celebration and 
few daily activities. Windows opening in the court connect the 
different floor levels and also play an important role in transformation 
of the space. Chowk respond to climate by stack effect and connector 
of spaces vertically. It is used to dry clothes, as an ancillary space in 
conjunction with the cooking and ablution activities. Sometimes it is 
used as additional terrace of packed with horizontal grill for source of 
light. Chowk is the space which holds all the other spaces and 
activities take place in and around  chowk.   
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Figure 11. Plan showing the chowk                             Figure 12. Chowk act as a light-well 
 Osari ( Veranda)  
All type pf conversation and exchanges of ideas within the family is 
take place in this area. It is an informal living room if the house with a 
high plinth. It is a semi open space which opens out into the courtyard. 
In some cases it also contains an access to the stair and underground 
tank. 
Parsal (Living room)  
‘Parsal’ is called living room which is adjacent to a semi open space 
‘osari’. It is the first room with full privacy from the street where all 
male guests used to seat and meet. 
Ordo ( Sleeping room)  
It is the inner room on each floor. It is a lockable space and used mainly 
as the sleeping area. Fulfils need for privacy. 
Zarukho (Balcony)  
It is the aesthetic element an beautiful carved out with visual connection 
on the street or used for drying clothes sometimes. 
Rasodu (Kitchen) 
Rasodu is the enclose space located on the ground floor attached with 
‘osari’. It is used for preparing daily food items and storing the items 
of daily need. Also combine with eating activities. At time, the 
activities of the kitchen like cutting vegetables, spice making etc are 
extended out to the nearby osari and chowk. Located in such a way that 
it receives maximum natural light and necessary ventilation. 
Toilet and Bathroom 
The ancillary areas and the services are organized in the front and 
around the open space due to light and ventilation. These spaces are 
organized mostly on the ground floor. The toilets are mostly placed in 
the front portion connecting with otla. The bathrooms are basically 
placed next to the toilets in the interior or near the chowk. 
Staircase 
Provision of horizontal door that can be used to shut the staircase. 
Temporarily increases the surface area. Staircase makes vertical 
division of the house. The staircase is accessed from the living space. 
It is used as a private staircase, as all the floors are occupied by the 
same family. 
Doors 
Door provides a choice between segregation and connection. A door 
articulated with opaque and perforated shutters offers a great number 
of choices like visual connection in spite of physical segregation, 
varying degrees of light etc. A door articulated with opaque and 
perforated shutters offers a great number of choices lie visual 
connection in spite of physical segregation, varying degrees of light etc. 
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Window  
Every window has different purpose, window at first is different from 
the window at ground floor or window of private space is different from 
semi-public space. Window openings into courts are the most important 
socializing units. Windows at the top floor does not give only visual 
connection but helps in communication with nearby buildings. 
In the traditional Pol, long surface are not free for increments and the 
exposed shorter surfaces, in most cases cannot afford excessive 
increments because of the restriction of the narrow street layout and the 
structure of the cluster. Incremental transformations occur vertically or 
across plot. Transformations are restricted to the interior of the house 
or within cluster of houses. This enables the street to retain its identity 
at all times. Even people demolish their houses, the new structures have 
to respect the boundaries imposed by the narrowness and geometry of 
the streets. The pol is a security mechanism. The residential clusters are 
organised along dead end streets which are accessed through a network 
of streets only from a single entry. A strong hierarchical organisation 
based on a branching system of primary, secondary and tertiary streets. 
One requires a very strong intention when entering a pol due to the 
successive check points at every level.  
2.2  STUDY OF CURRENT HOUSING PRATICE 
Life today is change, a fast pace of change in the family, change in the 
way we live, change in the technologies which mark out our activities. 
Each individual and each group finds itself at some point in these 
diverse, fast paced changes. This leads to vast differences, because 
these changes affect us differently and evolve at different speeds. 
Different groups living together, all in different way. And, in the face 
of his multiform diversity, all the market has to offer us is the 
indestructible living- room and- three bedrooms. 
Some of the characteristics defining present day housing, which further 
stress the need for incorporating an adaptive approach, are enumerated 
below.  
• The anonymity of the user: 
The relationship between the producers and users of dwellings 
has become more remote. It is less frequent for the architect to 
design dwellings for specific individuals and more frequent for 
the client to be a government or private corporation. The 
majority of the urban population lives in homogeneous houses 
which are never equipped to meet their heterogeneous needs. 
What results is the collective interpretation of individual living 
conditions, when in fact no two individuals dwell exactly alike. 
The absence of a real client gives rise to several assumptions 
about how people live and becomes a major impediment in the 
evolution of the domestic sphere. For example in India this 
stratification of lifestyle in based almost completely on 
economic status, housing being classified as lower, middle and 
higher income groups; when in fact the social and culture 
factors continue to play an important part in defining how 
people live. 
 
• A diversity of lifestyle: 
Families evolve with time; moreover the relationship between 
family members, which determines organization and evolution  
patterns within the house, has not remained constant, for 
example children tend to move out or study elsewhere and the 
practice of living in a joint family has given way to nuclear 
families. Mass housing provides for a standard family when in 
fact all families tend to differ in their size, lifestyle, structure, 
occupation and economic conditions. Each family has varying 
needs, attitudes and aspirations.  
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• Change within the domestic sphere: 
No one can live satisfactorily within a fixed environment in 
which they have no input. It is only when users make 
contributions in the way of constructions or alterations that they 
can really identify with an environment; a sense of belonging 
can only really be achieved through leaving physical traces. 
The advent of mass housing was an important milestone in the 
development of the built environment. The large scale movement of 
people to the urban centres in search of work caused a sudden and 
precedented increase in the demand for housing. Facilitated by new 
industrial process and to overcome this urgent need, standardization 
was employed to produce prototypical houses. Moreover, the ease of 
carrying out modification within the dwelling no longer exists as it did 
in primitive/ traditional cultures, not only due to the various bye laws 
and regulatory restrictions in place but more so because of the large 
number of specialists required to make even the simplest alteration.  
Almost all housing projects, whatever the income level they are 
intended for fail, to acknowledge the basic phenomenon of Indian 
domestic life. These housing schemes differed from the predecessors in 
more than just size; the definitive layout of the standard flat was in 
sharp contrast to the vernacular dwellings in the old cities and rural 
areas. They lacked open to sky spaces and verandas which were an 
integral part of domestic life. The primary reason for such dense and 
standardized development was the rapid increase in population and the 
steady migration of people from rural areas to the cities. Like in most 
mass housing, the immediate need of shelter was met to some degree 
but specific user needs were compromised. Similar trends followed 
suite in other developing cities which felt the stress of mass migration. 
High density and uniformity became the recognized character of the 
most housing. Later housing scheme have not addressed the need for 
appropriation and adaptability either, as can be seen in the various 
government developments across the country. Current housing tends to 
fail because of the mass production the quality has been ignored in term 
of social- environmental or cultural point of view. The modern mass 
housing tends to satisfy the need of the shelter but not the living 
standards required.  
The development of the mass housing in India has followed the usual 
trends of densification with general lack of concern for community life. 
Insensitivity to user needs and inability of dwellings to accommodate 
personalized and change, particularly in law income group and medium 
income group housing have become recognizable characterizes. People 
nevertheless end up making modifications in their dwelling 
environments, often resulting in deformation and inefficiency.   
 
2.3 LITERARTURE REVIEW 
 
2.3.1 Relation between Society, Culture and built form 
(Housing) 
 
Society and Social Change 
 
As per Moore, society is a group of mutually dependent individuals 
whose members co-operate for specified purpose or activity and share 
certain specific rules, behavioural pattern, worldview and political 
system, among others (Moore, 1963).Hence, society can be seen as a 
group pf people working together, sharing a set common ideas or 
thoughts towards achieving a particular way of living. The interaction 
between the individuals and the grouping further leads to the formation 
of social organization within a society. 
 
The society is under continuous change and this phenomenon of social 
change has been defined by the International Encyclopaedia of Social 
Science as the significant alteration of social structures i.e. patterns of 
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social action and interaction, including their consequences and 
manifestations embodied in norms, values and symbols.  
 
Social change is therefore rooted in concrete practice of daily life. This 
process is a continuous phenomenon and may take place as an influence 
of western thoughts and practices into culture of traditional societies 
(Sinha, 2000). This process of change gets reflected in architecture, 
which acts as a symbol of the society, resulting in continues 
transformation of the built forms.  
 
Culture and Cultural Change 
 
Culture is one of the most complex English words define as it may 
have different interpretations for different people. In 1871 British  
anthropologist defined culture as “that complex whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities 
and habits acquired by man as a member of Society” (Rapoport, 1998) 
. Culture can be broadly divided into two components; material and 
non-material culture. Material culture includes art facts, tools, 
instruments, buildings, art and heritage items etc, and non-material 
cultural talks about language, science, law, norms, ethics, religion, 
custom, traditions and so on.  
 
While society can be regarded as “the state of living continuously in 
structed association with other for mutual benefit, often in a specific 
territory.” The term culture  refers to both the collective characteristics, 
values and attainments of a society and to the culture that produces 
them (Oliver, 2009). Culture in Culture in itself is vast domain and the 
built form is a small subset of it. As explained by Rapoport culture can 
be called as a way of living adapted by a society and its expressed in 
term of symbols and norms which define that particular society. Hence, 
culture becomes of prime importance in relating man’s way of life to 
the environment.  
 
Determinants of the built form 
 
The interaction of man with the nature to create his built form can be 
seen in the vernacular and traditional settlements of preindustrial era. 
Those house forms reflected the culture of people in its various 
dimensions such as life style, family structure, social organization and 
symbols.  
 
Social Cultural Determinants of the House Form 
The dwelling of a man as discussed earlier reflects the customs, beliefs 
and activities of the society. The major forces that are responsible for 
determining this built form are: the explicit (physical) forces; which 
include climate, materials, technology and site; and the implicit which 
are the socio cultural forces. The socio cultural forces are thus 
considered as the important determinants of the dwelling environment 
and the physical forces as the modifiers (Rapoport, 1998). 
 
The built environment particularly the house within a community, is an 
index to social structure (Oliver, 2009). However, the house forms have 
been in constant transformation to suit the changing needs and values 
of its users with the passage of time. And this process of constant 
adaption, reinterpretation of the dwellings to reflect the changing socio 
cultural dimensions forms an essential part of the study.  
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2.3.2. Socio- cultural factors determining the Housing   Environment 
 
Housing provides the setting for many of the basic biological and social process necessary to sustain life (Moore, 1963). Socio- cultural factors have 
been identified as vital factors in determining housing environment. In a housing setting, the needs of the users are not only limited to their dwelling 
units but also extends to the neighbourhoods. The shared public spaces, parks, walkways, community palaces, parking lots, corridors, landings etc are 
imperative in creating community bonding. Hence, a well-designed housing is essential to promote a healthy and good quality life of the residents. 
For the study, housing environment has been divided into two components, the dwelling unit and the community spaces as design of each of these 
spaces shall be able to address the socio cultural needs of the users.
 
• Social needs -  Community living  
-     Security  
-     Privacy  
 
• Cultural needs-  Territoriality 
- Symbolic identity  
 
Social needs  
 
Community living 
The social needs are primarily taken care by the spatial design of the neighbourhood which provides hierarchy of places for varied social interactions. 
Even the clustering of the units to create a meaningful open space for social activities, the placement of windows, balconies, terraces, landing or the 
lobby as a semi public domain and staircases with proper dimension and organization can also foster interactions between the resident. 
 
Security 
Security in a housing neighbourhood is related mainly with safety from vehicles, proper planning of vehicular and pedestrian paths, safe environment 
for children, visual connection from the dwelling unit to the public place, well-lit and maintained areas and a continuous surveillance assuring safety 
and security of the residents. 
 
Privacy  
The housing provides a setting for community interactions as well allows the residents certain anonymity and freedom to choose whom one wants to 
interact with socially amongst a large number of neighbours. “ It is important that the right balance of anonymity and isolation can be maintained in 
the housing developments. Most people like to maintain a high degree of independence in their housing but at the same time they do not want to feel 
isolated. They want to be able to see their neighbours pass, they want to be aware of what is going on in their immediate environment (Sinha, 2000). 
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Cultural needs 
 
Territoriality 
Territorial control is the ability to close a space, to restrict entry. It is perhaps the most instinctive way by which humans have learned to understand 
built environment. The very act of inhabitation- of occupying a space and selecting what comes in and what stays out- is fundamentally territorial. 
The built environment is thus observed as territorial organization, as space under the control of agents. (Habraken, 1998). The basic requirements of 
defining a territory can be 
- The need to defend against intrusion 
- The ownership of the place and personalizing it to mark identity  
- To serve several functions ranging from meeting of basic physiological needs to the satisfaction of aesthetic needs.  
 
Symbolic identity 
Marc Fried says that “ a sense of identity is fundamental to human functioning.” The house form makes visible the culture of a people and is thus the 
reflection of its inhabitants. In case of housing environment, the residents express their individuality through dwelling units.  
As quoted by Kron in Lawrence, “ the furnishings of a home, the style of a house and its landscapes are all part of the system- a system of symbol. 
And every item in the symbol has meaning. Some objects have personal meanings, some have social meanings which change overtime and they 
become the tool for communication of man with his surroundings” (Lawrence, 1987). 
 
2.3.3. Socio Cultural Sustainability in Housing  
 
Social Sustainability in Housing  
 
Social sustainability pertinent to the built environment has been defined by social life (Young Foundation, London), “ as a process for creating 
sustainable, successful places that promote well-being, by understanding what people need from the places they live and work. Social sustainability 
combines design of the physical realm with design of social world- infrastructure to support social and cultural life, social amenities and systems for 
citizen engagement and space for people and places to involve.” (Woodcraft S., 2011). It concerns with well-being of the community. A social 
culturally responsive environment shall allow the following qualities: 
- Sense of community identity and belonging, 
- Tolerance, respect and engagement with people from different socio- cultural background and beliefs, 
- Friendly, co-operative and helpful behaviour in neighbourhoods, 
- Opportunities for cultural, leisure, community, sport and other activities, 
- Low level of crime and anti- social behaviour with visible, effective and community friendly policing, 
- Opportunities for all people to be socially included and have similar life opportunities.  
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From the above mentioned features of a socio culturally responsive and sustainable environment, it becomes clear that the design shall allow for 
community sense, social mix, neighbourliness, expression of individual lifestyle and choices, thereby encouraging a healthy social life for the present 
and future residents.  
 
Cultural Sustainability in Housing  
 
Cultural sustainability is the fourth and relatively new pillar in the sustainable development framework that refers to human well-being, creativity, 
diversity and innovation. Local heritage and distinctiveness play a major role in facilitating cultural vitality because meaning and symbolism and its 
landscape contribute to the health and happiness of the people. An important interpretation of culture pertinent to the sustainable development 
perspective is that ‘culture is the means by which man adapts to his environment’. 
 
Cultural well-being of the communities can be addressed through participation in recreation and cultural activities and also freedom to express their 
heritage and tradition. The cultural sustainability in a hosing design should allow the residents to adapt to their surroundings in a manner that will 
enhance their cultural life and allow their individuality to be expressed among a large group of neighbours. As discussed earlier, the design of the 
neighbourhood should allow individual expression of culture in the public domain through celebration of festivals, gatherings etc. In addition to this, 
at a broader level, design of residential buildings based on contemporary local culture and aesthetic values mixed with those of past enriches and 
sustains the cultural identity of a place, as housing forms of different stages speak of changes of a culture and the cultural identity of a place (Chiu, 
2005). Many housing design in India uses traditional planning principle fused with contemporary architecture. In the many works of architects like 
Charles Correa, B.V. Doshi, Uttam Jain & others, influence of indigenous culture can be seen.   
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2.4.  PRECEDENT STUDIES  
 
2.4.1 Aranya Community Housing, India  
 
Housing project for a middle and lower-income group of the Indian population is situated 6km from Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India. It was designed 
by architect B.V. Doshi and was awarded the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 1995. In the beginning, the plan was prepared by Indore 
development authority, which indicates a typical rubber-stamping mindset except for any concern for open space, hierarchy, climatic orientation or 
the built form or circulation.  Later stage proposed plan with distributed open spaces and street hierarchies with twists were introduced to discourage 
through traffic and well planned with rectified orientation to cut the heat gain and create more natural shaded spaces with interlinked open spaces.
    
                                              Figure 13. Stages of evolution                                                                   Figure 14. Master plan                             Figure 15. Hierarchy and distribution of groups         
The master plan was divided into six divisions with a central axis for commercial and institutional land use. The middle part of the central spine 
consisted of shopping, residential and office complexes. 9% of the housing is for the high-income group around the periphery of the national highway. 
The middle-income group is planned in 14% along the north-west side near the central spine.  The lower-income group and economically weaker 
sector are located in the middle of six divisions. Each sector has the main pedestrian street; clusters are in the group of ten with open spaces. Each 
house is provided with otla in front which the main transitional space.  Otlas are gathering and interactive place. A kit of the critical building element 
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is developed. Form variation on the standard plan is achieved through the combination of various elements exercised by users. The participatory 
process satisfies users priorities of house form, gives the self-touch of the space while offering pleasing varieties to street façade.  
  
Figure 16. Street Elevation.                                                                                                                                   Figure 17. Transformation of stages. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Over time, residents decorate and alter the demonstration houses.  Figure 19. Street provide outdoor spaces for the residential cluster.  Figure 20. View of life within the settlement 
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Figure 19. Analysis showing commercial and residential area                                                    Figure 20. Plan indicating the central spine 
The main ideas were to create a township with sense of continuity with fundamental values of security and suitable living environment for people of 
Indore. This project has established a good harmony between the built and the people. For the low-cost housing locally available building materials 
are used. Extensions such as balconies, open stairs act as an indoor and outdoor character with interactive spaces like Otalas and pedestrians. Aranya 
has well demonstrated an innovative approach to integrate development creating wholistic environment rooted in socio- cultural and economical way. 
A sense of continuity of fundamental values of the society is the essence of good habitat. Main factors identify in these projects are as follows: 
• Vitality: Development to support socio-physical aspiration of community. 
• Imageability: Built form to impart identity and personalization among the people. 
• Equity: Creating equal balanced community with satisfactory  
• environment and opportunities for people. 
• Efficiency: The development that optimize natural, material as well as human resources to advantage for the society. 
• Flexibility: As a part of the natural development process to evolve the framework that absorbs progressive change and growth 
• Feasibility: To ensure develop within legal and organizational way.  
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2.4.2. Belapur Housing, India 
 
Ar. Charles Correa designed a low-cost housing typology in artisan 
village, which is located 1 km away from the downtown of New Mumbai 
and spread throughout six hectares of land. This model depicts the timeless 
pattern of Indian life with a modern structure. This artist village is in 
Belapur, situated at the foot of the brown valley. 
 
He conceptualized this project with his beliefs about the nature of 
neighbourhood and housing. With observations of the spatial hierarchy of 
individual to the public gathering, he initiated the design.  From each 
dwelling to the communal courtyard, to the greater public space of the 
community everything is linked. 
 
By using incrementality to individual housing block, Correa has 
introduced the architectural expressions. An architect allowed the user to 
build according to their needs and increment when capital is available. To 
avoid the sarcastic communal differences, dwellings plotted from 50 to 
100 sq.m. 
 
 
Figure 21. Courtyard interactions 
 
Figure 22. Master layout of Belapur Housing 
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Figure 23. Plans and axonometric drawings of different typologies
'Open- to- the- sky- space' is an integral part of each family, according to the Indian climate and to keep territorial privacy. Therefore, Correa designed 
an individual house with a private backyard, which comprises toilet block. 
 
 
Figure 24. Elevation of the house 
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In the cluster of seven houses, there is a central courtyard of 8m x 8m. 
Furthermore, he clubbed three clusters of seven houses and designed a 
larger courtyard of 12m x 12m. To increase the interaction and 
participation this model generates the courtyard of 20m x 20m. His 
ethics are linked with socio-economic ideals. To avoid the inefficient 
centralized production he denies the use of prefabricated construction 
technique. Correa believes in craftsmanship and the involvement of 
every person in-home creation and he promotes in his work. 
 
This is a successful project for 600 houses and it has changed 
extensively over the years and left with mere disappointment. 
Completely new structures are built in one-third of the project. It is an 
example of outgrown of design. The scheme was later opened to the 
general public due to the inadequate response from the artisans. 
Incrementality has made a disaster. Due to the use of clay in the 
construction linkages are developed. People who still live in the village, 
are looking for the originality of the design. The idea of the hierarchy 
of spaces and communal gathering is working alright. The main essence 
of the design courtyard has been fruitful. The heart of the project is a 
repetitive model of housing cluster. 
 
Figure 25.Entrance of the house 
 
Figure 26. A shared courtyard of 8m by 8m, surrounded by 7 houses. Three courtyards 
grouped to form a 12m by 12m courtyard, grouping 25 houses. The whole cluster is repeated 
trice to form a larger communal space.    
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2.4.3. Kanchanjunga Apartment, India  
 
Kanchanjunga Apartments, located in one of the most populous and dense cities of the world, Mumbai, is an unprecedented architectural response to 
cultural, climatic, social and economic context, as conceived by Charles Correa. It is exemplary of interpretation and continuum of the spirit and 
essence of vernacular architecture in contemporary Indian architecture. . It is a form based exploration of a bungalow type, within a formal apartment 
type developing a new language for the residential high rise. As a response to the setting, it is oriented east-west in order to capture the prevailing sea 
breeze while opening up to the strategic views of the city.   
 
 
     Figure 27. Skyline of Mumbai with Kanchjunga apartment                                                             Figure 28.Close view of the apartment building     Figure 29. Section showing the typologies 
The apartment is formed by an interlock of four basic block units, comprising of three to six bedroom units, eventually forming a cluster and 
combinations of family sizes, fostering a healthier social mix and communal virtues. There is a volumetric play within the each block which has been 
developed in tune with the cellular structure that the apartment follows arranged around the central elevator shaft. The elements like that of a Veranda 
wrapping the built periphery as in the old bungalow type have been articulated with presence of semi open double heighted balcony and terraces 
edging each unit.   
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Figure 30. Site layout                                                                                       Figure 31. Typology: A  floor plan                                                            Figure 32. Typology: A mezzanine floor 
These become active outdoor spaces, deep seated gardens and emphasize horizontality, directing ones vision and movement to the outside. The subtle 
level difference within each unit brings about a strong presence of ground even at the highest of the floors, a definitive departure from a conventional 
apartment type, where there is a planar stacked plate like formation.  This has become indeed a benchmark and a model for the new apartment typology 
in the entire Maharashtra and south Gujarat region, and the Asian subcontinent at large which has observed many further explorations. 
 Figure 33. Section of Typology: A                  Figure 34. Verandas and deep windows 
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2.4.4.  Habitat 67, Canada 
Habitat 67, is an experimental housing typology as envisaged by Moshe Sadie, primarily a combination of suburban garden dwelling type and a high 
rise apartment which was developed to address high residential densities, quick assemblage, incremental modularity and high material quality 
simultaneously. The unit blocks are conceptualized as being a Lego, three dimensional interlocking puzzles.  
   
                                                        Figure 35. View from the other side of the river                                                           Figure 36. Unit type:2 Plan                   Figure 37. Unit type:3 Plan 
Each residential block unit comprises of a prefabricated modular unit that could by its virtue reduce the construction cost. This resulted in high density 
horizontal spread that offers unique essence of a suburban dwelling with regards to its setting (on the edge of St Lawrence River), with perception of 
a resident, strengthening its connection with the datum and creating a multitude of community spaces, with a hierarchy and vistas that can be altered 
and chosen by individual dweller in response to the structure and context within and around. It is essentially humanizing the mega scale and fostering 
individual and collective identities simultaneously, redefining the apartment blocks to more humane formations that foster a better social life.  
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Figure 38.  View of the housing with terraces                                                                    Figure 39. View from the central garden                                            Figure 40. Entrance view 
The accessibility to each dwelling unit is explored through a series of pedestrian streets and bridges at multiple levels along with conventional elevator 
cores. The assemblage form offers a distinctive identity to the neighbourhood marking a sense of place while having an iconic presence. The staggering 
of box like units offers a space for formation of terraces which have potential of personalization and can be developed as terrace roof top gardens. It 
is evolving new ways of city living, through form exploration where mass production and rapid construction processes have become inevitable.  
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Figure 41. Precedents elements 
The above precedents are examples of different modern housing 
focusing on the environment for the local people and context. Most of 
the precedents are spread on the ground in the larger scale, they may be 
the best examples that can be related to this research project. In term of 
functionality, program, how to respond to surroundings and locals, 
interlinked between open to built and importance of communication- 
connectivity facilities. Modern interpretation of traditional architecture 
with response to the current lifestyle. Interlinked open spaces with 
variations of built for amenities. Harmony between the built 
environment and people creating the micro climate of the place. 
Important of open spaces and communal cluster.  
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2.5.  COMPARISON OF LOCAL vs. GLOBAL PRATICE 
 
Even though changes have always been constant, present-day societies 
more than ever before derive their definition from traditional cultures, 
as we live in an era described by fast-paced development and diversity 
of lifestyle. In the absence of homogeneity and adherence to the 
established tradition, which were characteristic of traditional societies, 
the accelerating rate of change in the contemporary world becomes 
even more visible.  
The traditional life prescribed limitation in the range of expressions 
possible as one had to Respect traditional idiom. There was a shared 
image of life, an accepted model of the building, a small number of 
building types and established hierarchy. Since the way of life and 
socio-cultural outlook tended to remain constant or changed rather 
slowly, there was a persistence of form for a long period. This allowed 
primitive and vernacular societies to appropriate and perfect the 
dwelling types so that they were best suited for all physical, cultural 
needs.  
Moreover, in traditional housing, particularly primitive dwelling, there 
was no distinction between the designer, the labourer, and the ultimate 
user. The user understood his needs perfectly and had knowledge, skill,  
and control to fulfil them in his house. With the improvement of 
technologies and development of the various trades and professions 
involved in building, the design and execution of houses began to be 
outsourced. In the early stages of specialization, the user still possessed 
sufficient knowledge and involvement at all junctures. As 
specialization increased further, so did the disparity between the user 
and his dwelling. Where the continuity of general type characterized 
primitive and medieval dwellings, the advent of industrial process 
caused a proliferation of explicit and specific models, which had more 
to do with a particular design intention than socio- cultural norms.  
 
Industrialization had large scale and lasting repercussions for housing 
design. Vernacular building activity eventually gave way to a more 
organized and complex system of mass housing. This increase in the 
complexity of building activity, the development of codes and 
regulations, caused the controls involved in-dwelling in becoming 
more intricate and elated to larger scales of development. The result 
was an increase in the disparity between the user and his home. 
 
  
Figure 42. Global vs Local 
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 Traditional Local -Pol Global – Apartment 
Cluster Level 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster Layout 
 
 
The Pol cluster is very much alive with a temple in the centre and 
dwellings around the area. The central open space act as a main Chowk 
and during or evening time it is always busy with some activities. 
 
 
The cluster of mass housing apartment is centralised with open 
space in-between with different amenities on the ground floor for 
occupants, like a clubhouse. The ground floor is mostly covered 
with parking.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster 
Component 
 
 
In Pol street is the main element, and everything happens around it. In 
the centre, there is the main chowk, and around the main chowk, there 
are sub chowks which leads to the residential units. 
 
In the apartments, when one entre, there is parking on the ground 
floor, which leads to the building directly. There is no as such 
connectivity in the centre unless a person decides to go there. 
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Diagrammatic 
representation 
 
Pol is very dense, and the streets are always shaded during the day 
time, which creates the microclimate of the place. 
 
Apartments are dense, but roads are very wide and buildings 
exposed to sun radiation throughout the day. 
 
 
Density of 
settlement 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Built mass of 
cluster 
s  
In the Pol, the built mass is very dense with small punctures for the 
skylight which breaks the mass. 
 
Built mass is broken with the central opening, but there are no 
small punctures for direct or passive light in the unit. It is a big 
chunk of built mass. 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster open 
Space 
 
In Pol street lanes only act as a cluster open space. The use of these of 
the lanes is multiple during day and night. 
 
Where in apartments lanes and garden act as open space, which 
is very demarcating of functions. 
116 
Units 
1.4 
Hectare 
85.8 
D/Ha 
42 
Units 
0.5 
Hectare 
91 
D/Ha 
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Unit Level 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit Planning 
 
 
Houses are densely packed house with a shared wall and deep with a 
narrow side facing the road. Houses are 5-6m wide with a depth of 12- 
20m. 
 
Apartments are on the upper level with shared services and open 
from the surroundings. There are different sizes and 
arrangements during planning, as per the income group. 
 
 
 
Hierarchy of 
spaces 
 
 
Spatial organisation is very linear and functional. Because of the linear 
arrangement of the house, it follows a specific hierarchy of space from 
public to private. The spaces are not ladled for their functions, but they 
are multipurpose and provide adaptability. 
 
It is not linear arrangement but still has a hierarchy of spaces at 
some point. Spaces are designed explicitly for the specific 
functions and lack of adaptability in functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elevation 
 
Individual house is 2-4 stories height depending on the caste and 
economic conditions of the family. Front elevations are wooden carved 
and detailed. 
 
The height limit of the apartment is 14-15 stories in Ahmedabad 
varying as per the location of the site. Front elevations are 
covered with glass railing or title cladding. 
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        Unit area Per unit, the area varies from 250 sq.m. to 450 sq.m as per the 
economical status of the family. 
Per flat area varies from 150 sq.m. to 300 sq.m. as per the housing 
scheme and bedroom numbers.  
 
Material 
The wooden skeleton was infilled with stone or bricks masonry in Pol 
with a finished wooden panel — use of Local available material and 
workmen. 
The apartment is R.C.C. Frame structure with C4X. Facades are 
finished with tiles cladding and elevations are decorated with 
glass railings and window. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Climatic aspects 
    
Three walls are common and reduce surface area is exposed to the 
sun. Chowk provides more surface area for direct sunlight and 
ventilation in the centre of the house. Chowk also acts as vent shaft 
and sucks the hot air from the house and provide thermal comfort in a 
hot- dry climate. Balcony & projections act as buffer protection for 
inner spaces from direct sunlight and hot winds. Wood & stone as a 
material helps to maintain the comfort level and use of jali to protect 
from hot wind. The sloping roof collects rainwater in the 
underground tank in the chowk. 
Apartments have solar panels on the terrace and ¾ star A.C. in 
every flat. Green space is provided in open spaces. In most of the 
flats, balconies are wide enough to have your small terrace 
garden. Apartment openings are mostly glass-covered and direct 
to sunlight locations makes it unbearable for a user to seat 
without A.C. 
 
 
Social – Cultural 
aspects 
In Pol neighbourhood is very supportive. It is the best place to 
celebrate festivals Uttayayan, Navratri and Diwali. It is rich in 
culture, amicable, welcoming, loving and brotherly 
neighbourhood. Open spaces are used as play area- all children 
play together. Weddings and other occasions happily enjoyed by 
everyone in the Pol. Social learning about team bonding and 
family. Woman spend their spare time sitting on ottas and work 
together on their hobbies. Pol has a very secure environment 
unknown faces are always asked. 
It has a very diver community. People are social 
interdependence. Spaces are very defined and no 
adaptability of functions. Strangers and vendors are strictly 
not allowed without permission. Sites have CCTV cameras 
and security for 24X7. A person can participate in society 
maintenance and election. Evening walks in the garden on 
the ground floor. 
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Visuals 
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While critically establishing a comparison between both settlement and 
habitation types; Pol houses and apartments, one observes many 
similarities and contrasts with both. In Pol houses there are huge gates 
which delineate entry, mark a transition, and define a territoriality 
which gives a person a sense of belongingness and a feeling of entering 
into an environment of their own. The Pol houses were never planned 
originally to cater to high vehicular ownership and usage, hence today 
we find individual residents parking their vehicles on the main street in 
front of their homes and have a direct access, with no designated, 
designed vehicular parking. As a result of which we observe high 
congestion on the narrow lanes, owing to high pedestrian and vehicular 
accumulation and conflict. There are no definitive continuous 
pedestrian paths. Another interesting and unique characteristic element 
is the main Chowk, that is the major social node, comprising of a temple 
shrine, bird feeders locally known as chabutro, and benches for people 
sit, cherished by the elderly, kids and both genders alike. The Chowk 
becomes the central activity node catering to the everyday, while during 
festivities it becomes vibrant with lights, and traditional decorative 
elements. It observes weddings to birthdays to funerals, making it a part 
and parcel of the life events, a public memory. There is a hierarchy of 
social spaces where people gather and discuss their quotidian lives, 
subchowks (Shared community space between four to five homes) and 
otlas become such unique elements shaping the lifestyle response. The 
façade of each home represents high degree of personalization, 
individual expression and are highly ornate. This gives Pol houses its 
unique identity, a local character, a unique sense of place, a strong 
belongingness for people and their city. Indoors, courtyards become the 
central social spaces, acting as light well and a ventilation core. They 
are also used for family gatherings, informal dining areas, and for daily 
chores like washing clothes and utensils. The court is the hearth of the 
home, which also happens to be a relatively cool outdoor space within 
the house. The house is edged with small openings and windows, which 
face the court or narrow shaded streets.  Being a closed well knit 
community every person resident of a Pol has a familiarity, while the 
outsiders are asked for their identity and purpose of visit by the 
residents, fostering a sense of security. The front main door and the 
windows open up to the street, in direct communication with the people 
walking on the streets. Such many small significant an functional 
elements need to be considered in contemporary architecture practice 
to enhance the experience of an inhabitant. The apartment housing 
blocks lack such identity and experiences. It is restricted to being a real 
estate investment, address housing shortage and mass, rapid 
construction, barred from natural processes and finer nuances of life. 
Parking lots make the transition between the street and homes devoid 
of social component or informal chance interactions. The green open 
spaces are mostly visual either centrally placed or arranged as a 
periphery. These commons get formalized over time and with 
institutional structure to utilize them, get operational with prior 
permissions of the resident welfare committees. The apartment block 
units have by large open planning with minimal walls and mostly 
partitions, though they lack hierarchy of community spaces and varying 
degrees of privacy. Another prominent community space is the terrace 
which is has a limited formal access, with prior resident welfare 
association permissions, letting it to become a destination and not an 
informal everyday occurrence. The façade of apartment blocks majorly 
comprise of glass ribbon windows and iron railings with a homogenous, 
repetitive and imposed appearance, lacking an opportunity for an 
individual expression.  
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2.6 PROGRAMME  
 
The program is derived from the observations of precedents studies research of Pol housing and current housing practice. Current housing and 
infrastructure sector traces the need for a sensible approach to the development, not just in terms of social and cultural but also the lack of 
characteristics in architecture. For that program demands interactive functions, amenities as per the lifestyle change over years, material and 
construction technology selection, site and the approach. For this research project comparison of traditional Pol and current housing apartment 
programme has been studied and derived the final programme for the project.  
 
 
  My Design  
 
Settlement Level 
Parking 
Main- chowk 
Sub- chowk 
Garden 
Temple 
Birdfeeder area 
Administration 
Multipurpose hall 
Gym 
Gaming area 
Flats  
 
Unit Level 
Otla 
Khadki (Arrival Space) 
Living room 
Dining room 
Kitchen 
Veranda 
Store room 
Bedrooms 
Utility areas 
 
Current Housing Apartment  
 
Settlement Level 
Parking 
Garden  
Club house  
Gym  
Administration office  
Flats  
 
Unit Level 
Foyer 
Living room 
Dining room 
Kitchen  
Store room 
Bedrooms 
Balcony  
Utility areas 
 
Traditional Pol Housing  
 
Settlement Level 
Streets 
Lanes 
Main- chowk 
Sub- chowk 
Temple 
Birdfeeder area 
Houses 
 
Unit Level 
Otla (Plinth) 
Khadki (Arrival Space) 
Chowk (Courtyard)  
Osari (Veranda) 
Parsal (Living room) 
Ordo (Sleeping room) 
Store room 
Zarukho (Balcony) 
Kitchen 
Utility areas 
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CHAPTER: 3 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT  
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3.1  SITE  
 
Figure 43.Graphical plan of Ahmedabad 
Gujarat has the perfect richness in heritage, in terms of architecture and 
culture as well economic hub of the country. Ahmedabad, a 
metropolitan city in Gujarat is the research study area. A population in 
the city is around  9 million. Ahmedabad Pol settlement is still one of 
the interesting housing settlement in the world, from tourist to 
researchers intend to visit the place. The architecture of Ahmedabad is 
rich and unique. As it is the major developing city in Gujarat, it is 
selected for the site of Sustainable housing project. 
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3.1.1.  About Ahmedabad 
 
 
The architecture of Ahmedabad has a unique richness. As a study of Ahmedabad house reveals, all of the three major communities living in the city- 
Jain, Hindus and Muslims- have contributed significantly to its traditional domestic architecture. Since it was founded in 1411 on the eastern bank of 
Sabarmati, Ahmedabad remained an irregular semi- circular city defined by fortification walls which played an important role in the defence of the 
city. It was only at the beginning of the twentieth century that attempts were first made to pull the walls down, thus leading to a major metamorphosis 
in which the city rapidly expanded outwards in different directions.   
 
Figure 44. Evolution of the city 
Culture  
Ahmedabad enjoys a thriving cultural tradition, being the centre of Gujarati cultural activities and diverse traditions of different ethnic and religious 
communities. Popular celebrations and observations include Uttarayan- an annual kite flying day on 14th January. The nine nights of Navratri are 
celebrated with people performing Garba (dance)- the folk dance of Gujarat- at venues across the city or at their door step of the society. The festival 
of lights- Diwali is celebrated with lighting of lamps in every house, the decorating the floors with Rangoli and the bursting of firecrackers. Other 
festivals such as Holi, Ganesh Chaturthi, Gudi Padwa, Eid- ul- Fitr and Christmas are celebrated with enthusiasm. The annual Rath Yatra procession 
on the Ashadh-sud-bij date of the Hindu calendar and the procession of Tajia during the Muslim holy month of Muharram are integral parts of the 
city’s culture. The people of Ahmedabad enjoy rich culinary traditions. The most popular for of meal- a typical Gujarati thali (meal)- consists of roti,  
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and tea; sweet dishes includes ladoos and mango. Most of the food outlets serve only vegetarian food, as a strong tradition of vegetarianism is 
maintained by the city’s Jain and Hindu communities. On Sundays dinner for almost all families from the lower middle class to rich are in hotels. 
After having Gujarati Thali food is rich in oil and sweet, one would have pan for smooth digestion and hence there are many Pan stalls near hotels. 
The activities of people changes throughout the year. During winter, people like to lit a fire near the chowk or tree and talk. In summer most of the 
families sleeps on the terrace and pickle drying activities on the terrace during day time. In monsoon they wouldn’t mind gathering for the pakoras 
(snacks) with tea.  
 
 
Figure 45. Images showing culture of the city 
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Figure 46. Images showing the location of Ahmedabad in the map of Gujarat, from the   
world 
 
 
Figure 47. Ahmedabad city development plan 
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3.1.2. Demographic Study 
 
Ahmedabad has population of 8 million and the first largest city of Gujarat. 
 
Figure 48. Diagram showing Demographic study of Ahmedabad city 
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3.1.3   Climate: Wind & Sun-path Study 
The city is considered to have summer all year round. It can be described as a hot climate with average outdoor temperatures between 20º Cº and 
35ºCº May is the hottest month with peak temperatures rising to an intolerable 45ºCº and January the coldest with an average day temperature of 20ºCº 
The city never faces winters except for a few months (December, January) when the night time temperatures reach as low as 10º -14ºCº For most of 
the year, Ahmedabad is hot and dry, with tropical rains for only three months from August to September. Mild season (November to February) is 
within the comfort zone for most parts of the day. Ahmedabad is marked by intense solar radiation throughout the year, and it is understood that solar 
control is one of the most effective strategies. It is seen that while the mild season experiences lower temperatures, the amount of solar radiation 
received is still very high, especially on the south vertical face. With regards to residential indoor comfort, where the indoor environment does not 
need to be fully controlled, ceiling fans offer reasonable compensation for coolers and air-conditioning.  
                                  
Figure 49. Diagram showing sun path study of Ahmedabad                                                                                  Figure 50. Diagram showing wind direction distribution 
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3.1.4. Town Planning Analysis  
 
Figure 51. Development plan of 2035 of Ahmedabad Urban Development Authority 
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Figure 52. Site locating in Residential zone 2                                                                                  Figure 53. Location of site 
 
Referring to the Town Planning Scheme, the site is located in Residential zone 2. This area is allocated for the residential expansion. Therefore, it is 
underdevelopment area. For this particular research project, this location gives a good scope of work, as it has better connectivity with a developed 
city area. 
 
Site Details: 
 
Site Area- 4,599 sq.m. 
Land-use- Residential Purpose 
Adjacent Road- Sarkhej- Gandhinagar Highway 
Adjacent Park- Mahila Udhyan 
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3.1.5. Site Analysis  
 
       
Figure 54. Google image showing 2 phase development of the city and site location          Figure 55.  Google image showing site and surroundings 
Figure 56. Site view 
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Figure 57. Site surroundings 
SITE 
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Figure 58. Site and amenities                                                                                                                            Figure 59.Traffic flow around the site 
 
Site Advantages 
 
Site is easily accessible as the site is near the Sarrkhej- Gandhinagar highway. This area is underdevelopment, therefore there is a lot of new 
development and experiments going on. Club, malls, parks, temple, theatre, hospital and many more amenities are in km radius. Rajpath club is 
adjacent to the site which is a ground structure and Sarkhej- Gandhinagar highway which is 25m wide road, gives excellent wide visuals from the 
site. This area is for future expansion of the city which fives more scope of work in term of exploration.  
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3.2. DESIGN 
 
 3.2.1. Design Method 
 
 
Figure 60. Design method 
 
 
The research demands to follow a method of design. The study of 
precedents encourages to trace the design elements. The most critical 
aspect of housing is reinterpreting the local traditional elements. 
Charles Correa designed Kanchjunga Apartment in Mumbai with two 
different schemes for the high-income group. It is a direct reflection of 
modern lifestyle with traditional elements of local Indian architecture. 
The idea succeeded, but it was for one apartment, where society 
demands more successful ideas like that for Social and cultural 
sustainability on a bigger scale. Other, studies suggest designing a 
typical housing model with opportunities for adaptability of functions. 
 
Functional organization of the housing model through the study of the 
hierarchy of spaces, public and private circulation, and spatial 
organization on a bigger scale is necessary. Considering the local 
demand, circulation pattern, creating the communal pockets and design 
elements, the typical housing model and the master layout is 
conceptualized. The program demands two different typologies for 
housing. From the experiments at the conceptual stage, planning is 
done. Integrating all other functional requirements in the layout and 
with consideration of design elements, the final plan is finalized.  
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3.2.2.   Design Parameters 
 
As discussed above, the physical environment of housing has a major 
role to play in the well-being of its residents by responding to their 
social and cultural needs. The design of housing should be such that it 
allows for social interactions and activities and at the same time 
allowing for cultural expression and sustenance. A design framework 
needs to be developed that will help designer to create successful 
socially responsive environment which is able to meet the needs of 
present and future users.  
The Young Foundation by Social Life research group in London has 
developed a framework for creating socially sustainable housing 
design, which can be successful in fulfilling the socio- cultural needs 
for the resident.  
• Amenities and social infrastructure 
• Social and cultural life (Community spaces)  
• Space to grow (Flexible planning )  
• Voice and influence  
The above mentioned parameters at a broader level also address the 
economic and environmental sustainability issue. (fig.5) which are the 
other important dimensions of sustainable hosing development. 
However as the scope of the study lies in understanding the design of 
the physical environment to address the socio cultural needs of the 
residents, hence the following parameters have been taken into 
consideration and discussed in detail. 
a. Amenities and social infrastructure 
One of the major motivation for selecting a neighbourhood is the 
availability of required amenities within the locality. The 
neighbourhood should be well connected in term of public 
transport, provision of shops for daily requirement, health and child 
care facilities etc to attract people. In addition to the amenities, 
social supports are also necessary to foster social interactions and 
gatherings, such as community and cultural activities that allow 
people from different socio-cultural backgrounds to mix with each 
other and share their culture with one another, and community 
worker who organized events and enable neighbours to know and 
interact with each other.  
b. Community space to foster social and cultural life 
The outdoor spaces in a neighbourhood can be broadly 
categized in three parts:  
• The first one is the most private which is owned by the 
residents and accessible to them and their guest. This 
includes the entrance lobby, yards of home.  
• The second one can be termed as public spaces, which 
are publicly owned and accessible to all areas such as 
neighbourhood parks and streets.  
• The third, which is the shared outdoor space, consists of 
spaces owned by particular group and usually accessible 
to only that group spaces such as community garden, 
clustered housing etc.  
The outdoor spaces play a significant role by providing a setting 
for casual social interactions, for children’s play, strengthening 
social networks and enhancing community bonding. Thus 
designing people friendly layouts, providing public and 
congregational spaces like parks, open ground, wide 
pavements, community centres etc enhance the nature if social 
activities and thus fulfilling the social and cultural needs. 
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 Flexible planning 
Flexible planning is an important parameter that needs to be 
addressed in the housing design both at unit level and also at the 
master plan level. As discussed earlier, the design shall allow 
certain level of flexibility for the users to develop it as per their 
need and desires. Also, flexible planning of the master plan is 
very essential in order to allow successful growth of the 
community. In designing of housing in particular, the residents 
should be provided with space to grow, to shape the place to 
meet their local needs. 
3.2.3.   Design Elements 
The next step after precedents, theories, and the site was to set 
guidelines for designing. To create spaces which reflects the traditional 
elements with current lifestyle was necessary. Following are the 
elements derived from the research background: 
 
Chowks  
Creating the communal space on different level and scale. Chowks are 
open to sky surrounded by built environment. It helps to decrease the 
climate variation and act as a ventilation shaft. 
Otla 
Essential part of traditional Indian settlement for the unit level 
communication. It is the transitional space between built and open. 
 
Verandas 
To create the buffer space between the built and harsh weather of the 
city. Multiple use of this space by the user.  
 
Framing  
To give the sense of belonging when entering to the premises.  
Sidewalks 
To encourage people to walk and create the pedestrian friendly space 
for communication. It is an active physical link incorporating green 
spaces. 
 
Bridge 
To increase the connectivity with different built blocks.  
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3.2.4.   Circulation and spatial organization   
 
 
    
Figure 61. Built form of the current apartments   Figure 62. Breaking it into two masses  Figure 63. Creating punctures for better circulation    Figure 64. Conceptual idea of creating a light-well  
between the mass 
At initial stage started with the built mass of apartment and at different stage breaking it into spaces. Creating the circulation and breathing space 
vertically was an important. Later creating the central light well for the building to get the light on each floor. Arrangement of Pol housing on ground 
has been tried to reinterpret into the apartment. During the design approach it was challenge to decide the whether to go with row housing or apartment, 
but as studied the current demand of the housing and raised the prices of the land in the city, leads to decide apartment housing approach for this 
research.  
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Figure 65. Arrangement of Pol housing                                                                                         Figure 66. Reinterpreting the Pol in vertical form 
When looking at the planning of the Pol housing forms are very organic, and houses are on both sides of the street in a linear way. While designing 
a study of the Pol was guidelines to the approach. Where in this case, reinterpreted the Pol in vertical form. An essential character of the Pol 
housing is the chowk and otla.  The chowks act as the light-well and ventilation shaft, activity area, and otla give space for the communication at the 
unit levels. The breaking of continues mass and creating opportunities for optional communication and visual communication.  The efficiency can 
be gained by breaking the monotony of linear circulation but keeping the continuity at the site level. The spatial organization of the chowk and sub-
chowks between the houses can promote interaction.  To gain the character of the Pol housing, hierarchy of spaces on each floor can be decided 
through small level and pockets. By opening the ground floor and welcoming the public can be a good approach for the neighbourhood. 
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Figure 67.  Five conceptual options to create the chowk and break the built mass 
 
 
 
Figure 68. Conceptual option 6  
Spatial organization of  the built mass creating the interesting 
opportunities and spaces. 
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                                     Figure 69. The hierarchy of public gathering to individual                                                         Figure 70. Conceptual of site planning  
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Figure 71. Diagram shows the site planning 
 
 
Figure 72. Depicting the interaction options 
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Figure 73. Diagram of initial typology of the units 
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Location Entrance and flow 
    
                                                                                                        Figure 74. Potential flow of vehicular and pedestrian movement 
Vehicular access needs to be controlled in the site; to get the ease flow providing parking underground. The transitional experience from the main 
entrance to the floor and the sub- chowks on a different level which leads to the unit plays is an essential part of the design. The sustainable housing 
development of this project will set an excellent example as it is visible from the developed side of the city, and ground-level activities will be a 
social addition to the neighbourhood. The site is located on a secondary road, which is connected to the main Sarkhej-Gandhinagar road. The 
clubhouse is adjacent to the site. Indicated boundaries act as a territory of the area, which controls the free circulation. On the Sarkhej- Gandhinagar 
road, public transport is readily available, which makes the clear visible access to the pedestrians. 
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3.2.5. Design Outcome 
Ground level 
 
Figure 75. Ground level plan 
Typical housing model is the need of the program, which can be 
repeated following the master plan. The housing model must 
complement the surrounding by creating pockets of interactions. The 
core idea is to bring the Pol character into the current apartment. As 
housing units are essential, it creates circulation on both sides of lanes. 
Chowk, as the design element, provides an open environment, brings 
natural light and allow air ventilation, which is the central part of the 
housing model. As chowk is the very flexible and multifunctional area, 
it has not defined the rules. Slightly modification to the chowks has 
been done. Chowk is the heart of the traditional Pol housing. Following 
the hierarchy, residential units are on both sides of the road. Every 
house has a connection to each other and leads to the main chowk. 
However, the intention is to add fascination to occupants towards the 
communal activities and interaction in the housing with the 
environment-friendly approach. If the person enters the premises it 
surely interests him to walk into the area. With such belief, direct 
connection to the sub-chowk and vertical connection to the main chowk 
is given. The hierarchy supports the privacy of the occupant. The 
continues circulation force occupants to follow the design path. On the 
other side, such circulation provides the interactions and quality spaces 
in the apartments. On the more extensive view, each person entering 
the site will witness the areas and activities in between their houses. 
Ground floor aims to promote the connectivity, sociability, and provide 
opportunities for communal activities and interactions. Neighbours 
around the site can use these facilities, as a shared space which offers 
an environment for more opportunities, healthy relationships, and 
warm neighbourhood. Facilities welcome the occupants of the building 
to use the area as a cultural hub and public social place. This level is 
the contribution to the surroundings to access the space. 
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Figure 76. Entrance view of the site 
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Figure 77. Pedestrian entry view 
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Figure 78. Main chowk and the temple area 
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Figure 79. Shared public space at the entrance 
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Figure 80. Interaction pockets on ground floor 
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Figure 81. Covered seating area act as a interaction space 
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Figure 82. Insides flow from the entry to the main chowk 
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Two Bedroom and Three Bedroom Units 
 
Housing provides two types of units with two bedrooms and three bedroom scheme. Two-bedroom layout caters for a single-family, and three-
bedroom plan works for the joint family of six members. On each floor, one type of layout is worked out and designed the sub-chowk and otla for 
the units outside the apartments. Living room mainly which is the public space divides the hierarchy into private space and semi-private. The 
veranda is connected from the living room and the dining area, which gives easy accessibility to the covered open space. This area can be occupied 
for the small garden, drying clothes, pickles, reading the newspaper with a cup of tea — the verandas act as a buffer space from the harsh sun in the 
Ahmedabad. Adjacent to the living room is the chowk open to the sky from the ground floor, which act as a ventilation shaft in the house. 
Bedrooms are connected with utilities and zarukho (Balcony) which can be interactive space at a different level. The openness of the planning gives 
the adaptability of functions to the user in certain areas and allow developing their own space with the built restrictions to create their own identity. 
Massive glass windows have been replaced by wooden and glass small windows, which controls the heat during the day.  
Three-bedroom units are mezzanine floors which are interconnected. It gives a sense of more height and acts as a shaft with height windows in the 
living room. 
 
 
Figure 83. Conceptual of the typical housing model 
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Figure 84. Floor plan of two bedroom units 
 
 
Figure 85. Indicating the wind flow, light amount and hierarchy of the spaces in two bedroom 
unit plan with the section 
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Figure 86. Three bedroom floor plan with mezzanine floor                                                     Figure 87. Detail plan of three bedroom unit
                                                                              
     Figure 88. Wind flow                                 Figure 89. Light amount in the unit.                      Figure 90. Hierarchy of the spaces.                     Figure 91. Sections of the floor 
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Figure 92.  Diagram indicating the otla.           Figure 93.  Sub-chowk outside the units   Figure 94. After the service core on each level there is a small seating area which act as a interaction point 
 
 
Figure 95. Sub-chowk act as a interaction point 
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Terraces 
 
Fifth and tenth floors are terraces. Fifth-floor act as a buffer zone to ease the mass and create the private open space for the housing.   It can be a 
meeting and interaction point for some daily activities among the occupants. The tenth-floor terrace connects all the buildings with the bridge. The 
terrace has played a very important role in amdabadis lifestyle. From festival celebrations like Uttarayan,  pickle drying, papadam making, sleeping 
on terraces during summer are serval activities of the localities. Thus, the terrace gives space to the occupants to utilize it as per the purpose.  
 
 
 
                                                                                     Figure 96. Fifth floor act as a buffer zone.                                  Figure 97. Bridges connect the tenth floor.  
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Figure 98. Fifth floor act as a buffer zone  
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Figure 99 .Front view of the building, shows the breathing punctures in the mass 
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Figure 100.  Connecting terraces on the tenth floor 
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Figure 101. Terrace activity space 
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Figure 102. Longitudinal section of the site 
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Circulation   
Horizontal circulation: It is planned as a public circulation, which can be accessed during any time by the occupants. The movement connects 
different units with the passage and leads to the sub-chowk of the area. It follows the same on each floor of the building. By changing the levels, a 
person will fell change according to the development of the area done by the occupants.  
 
Vertical circulation: It is connected with the service core with the staircase and the lift. It allows people to the option for the movement. This 
movement will lead occupant directly to the residential floors or the terraces. Most of the people will reply on the lift for the circulation as it is a 
primary mode of the vertical movement.  
 
Bridge: The primary purpose of the bridge is to connect the buildings at the top level and create a communal activity zone. The occupants can use it 
for the different activity and festival celebrations. 
 
 
Figure 103. Diagram of initial circulation and typologies. The built mass is separated in two main masses to take advantage of the natural sunlight and during the different time of the day casting 
shadows on each other. 
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Connectivity  
This project not only provides the shelter but also creates a supportive and robust neighbourhood among the surroundings. Ground floor space can 
be efficiently extended for the maximum functionality, as it allows people to use the garden, covered seating area, a temple, and a gaming area.   
Sustainability  
 
In this project, sustainability can be achieved by different means. By incorporating the chowks and light-well natural cross, ventilation is performed 
in the building. The fresh air is brought through all side as there are no adjacent tall buildings. The fresh air can be brought through level 5 and carry 
the hot air through the shaft. As a result cross ventilation can be energy efficient passive cooling strategy. However, each floor and unit has cross 
ventilation which cools down the temperature compares to outside. At the design stage, massive openings have been replaced by small openings. 
The material also played an important role in sustainability. Instead of using the glass doors and windows, it has been replaced with wooden 
framing openings. Windows towards the south and west facades are deep-seated windows, which creates a more shaded area during the daytime. In 
this project, not only social and cultural but also environmental sustainability has been taken care of. 
 
                      
Figure 104. Natural ventilation movemens throughout the building  
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This document provides a strategic, comprehensive design approach for sustainable housing. The analysis of case studies shows that while these 
projects were developed independent of this framework, they incorporate several parameters of the context discussed here. Each precedent 
demonstrated different architectural environment and user response, but the intention was the provide the better community housing. This project 
appeared to be more carefully thought of it in term of creating a socially responsible environment and therefore incorporates many parameters of the 
framework under the design approach. The site planning with traditional principles of  Pol architecture, in a modern way accordingly the lifestyle 
change and demand of the city.  The design demonstrates a sense of local identity. And at a broad level encompass one of the factors of achieving 
cultural sustainability.  
The first challenge during the project was to decide the approach. Reinterpretation of the elements in what sense and how much of the clarity should 
be given. This housing expresses satisfaction with the layout that allowed a safe pedestrian environment, chowk and sub-subchowk that encourage 
interaction among the occupants and also the location in term of amenities and transport. However, it is a foundation of the architectural initiative. 
Discussion with locals and knowing their experience and the need was interesting, and it gave direction to the project. Appreciation of the Pol led a 
project to analyse their elements and functions of the housing. The research helped to program the strategizes for the sustainable housing approach. 
The idea was to break the monotony of the approach and create unique housing models, which can be placed for further development. 
 
The most critical part was the site selection as not only India but many countries are lacking the social elements in the architecture. Where in the case 
of India, Ahmedabad was the first heritage city declared by UNESCO. Geographically the location offers an opportunity to develop the sustainable 
design in term of social and cultural. The selected site is in the future development area, which gives a proper scope of work. In this area, the highest 
new development is going on which, and this area of the city is struggling to keep the identity. This project is not just fulfilling the requirement of the 
roof, but it is an excellent addition to the locality for social development. The master layout is designed freely with the adaptation of the functions. 
The project accommodates joint family of six members to a family of three or four people. As the demand increase, the floors or the repetition of the 
module can expand. This settlement helps to create the street character of Pol in a modern way.  It is breaking the monotony of the circulation by 
creating the pockets. Such an approach is a combination of social and cultural sustainability with environmental touch. 
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Amdabadi – Local people of Ahmedabad Chabutaro - Bird feeders 
Chowk- Open square area 
Garba - Dance  
Khadki - Arrival space Ordo - Sleeping room Osari - Veranda 
Otla - Plinth  
Parsal - Living room 
Pol - A residential street 
Pratoli- An entrance for the particular enclosed area Rasodu - Kitchen 
Uttarayan – Kite flying festival 
Zarukho - Balcony  
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